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Geological constraints are considered in the context of a Hotelling

type extraction-exploration model for an exhaustible resource. It is

shown that initially small reserves and strictly convex costs in explo-

ration are necessary to explain peaks in natural resource extraction and

hence troughs in prices. It is also shown that marginal profits (price less

marginal costs) can decline or rise depending on the relative abundance

of the extractable reserves. Moreover when rising, marginal profits can

rise at rates higher than the rate of discount.
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PRELIMINARY

1 Introduction

Nonrenewable resource models of the Hotelling (1931) tradition have largely been

at odds with empirical observations that point to production profiles that usually
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exhibit a peak and prices that have been declining in time. And, although extensions

have been proposed so as to reconcile these Hotelling-type models to the stylized

facts (Holland, 2008; Cairns, 1998; Campbell, 1980), most of these extensions have

ignored the likely impacts of geological constraints. Geological constraints, as one

might expect, will constrain the amount a producer can extract. To overcome such

constraints therefore, a producer might be induced to explore for new reserves and

through this grow their production level. Nevertheless, since resources are ultimately

limited, production should at some point start to decline off its peak/plateau level.

In this paper, we take a closer look at how such constraints might influence produc-

tion profiles under different assumptions about reserves and costs. By proposing a

model for the extraction and exploration of a nonrenewable resource that introduces

a simplified representation of geological constraints into a Hotelling type model, we

show, without relying on demand shifts, technical progress, cost reducing explo-

ration, and endogenous spatial extraction and additions1 that for a finite resource

base, a peak in production and hence a trough in prices always occurs provided ini-

tial reserves are small and exploration costs are strictly convex in exploratory effort.

If, however, initial reserves are large, production is found to decline monotonically

and prices rise monotonically. In this instance, producers incentives for exploration

are low initially, inducing them to postpone their exploration activities to a later

time.

The introduction of these constraints also generates some interesting implications

for marginal profits (price less marginal cost): over a period on which production is

increasing, marginal profits are seen to be in decline. In particular, the model indi-

cates that rather than marginal profits rising monotonically at the rate of discount

— as is often the case with Hotelling models — they decline as production rises and

rise as production declines. Moreover, when rising, they eventually rise at rates that

are substantially higher than the rate of discount.

The observation that marginal profits can decline with increasing production is

particularly relevant for empirical studies that test for the Hotelling rule as a means

of measuring the underlying scarcity of a resource. It indicates that even though the

absolute scarcity of the resource could be increasing, it is very well possible that rents

1Refer to Holland (2008) for a treatment of how these factors affect cause peaks in natural resource
extraction
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associated with the consumption of the non-renewable resource will be in decline over

some interval of time. In the literature, this possibility has been attributed to the

impact of unexpected additions (Arrow and Chang, 1982; Livernois et al., 2006).

As we shall see, however, unexpected additions need not be essential in explaining

why marginal profits could decline. In our model, rents decline because increasing

production and increasing reserves lead producers to attach increasingly less weight

to the absolute scarcity of the resource.

A pertinent question then is, if marginal profits are declining over part of the

extraction interval, should we then disregard predictions from the Hotelling rule

and its implications on price? Seemingly, some empirical studies are better suited

to answer this question (see e.g. (Livernois et al., 2006; Chermak and Patrick, 2001;

Young and Ryan, 1996; Young, 1992; Halvorsen and Smith, 1991; Farrow, 1985)).

Nonetheless, what is probable is that even though marginal profits and prices could

decline as a result of producers instantaneously updating their knowledge about the

relative scarcity of the resource, a point should ultimately be reached where prices

will become unbearably high. To get to this point, prices do not have to be driven

by marginal profits that grow at that the rate of discount, but would grow at any

positive rate. This implies that prices may be low in one year, but could more than

double in the next depending on movements in demand, and how much producers

are constrained by geology.

The sole contribution of this paper therefore is the provision of an explanation of

why production profiles tend to exhibits peaks from a geological perspective while

at the same time indicating the possibility for marginal profits to decline and rise

over the extractive life of a resource.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows, the next section reviews models

in the literature that try to account for the stylized facts. We use this section

to point out that although these models do explain how production might peak

and why prices might trough, none of these looks at the likely impact of geological

constraints. Section three then presents the proposed basic model and derives its

optimality conditions. Section four characterizes the model’s equilibrium and dis-

cusses the impacts of some likely extensions. Section five presents results from a

numerical analysis using a global oil market model that compares future extraction

and prices from typical Hotelling model and geologically constrained model. Section
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six concludes.

2 Explaining stylized facts: a literature review

To explain the stylized facts, Pindyck (1978) shows that if producers carry out

exploration with the aim of finding lower cost reserves, then, production will exhibit

a peak (and prices a trough) if initial extraction costs are high. In this instance,

producers optimize their decisions by first investing more in exploration. Then, as

new less costly reserves are found, production costs are lowered, in turn increasing

production and reducing prices. Nevertheless, since low cost reserves get increasingly

hard to find, extraction costs soon start to rise, discovery effort declines, production

declines and prices rise. Extraction finally ceases when marginal profits on the last

unit extracted are choked off. In a related manner, Slade (1980) shows, in a model

without exploration that if the rate of exogenous technical progress is sufficiently

high, lower future costs will entice producers to shift their production forward in

time causing production to peak (and prices to trough). In Slade’s model, production

eventually declines because scarcity rents start to grow faster than technical progress

and production ceases when the resource gets ultimately exhausted.

Although Pindyck’s model is widely accepted, the effects of degradation as im-

plemented in his extraction-exploration model cannot be generalized to aggregated

levels of extraction since deposits of lower cost tend to be found and extracted first.

Indeed, Livernois and Uhler (1987) verify this and they instead show that if pro-

ducers explore for, and simultaneously exploit from distinct deposits with possibly

different extraction costs, then, there is still a possibility for production to peak

without costs having to decline. In line with this, Holland (2008) proposes a model

for spatial extraction and exploration and shows that when production from newly

discovered deposits initially exceeds declines from older deposits, production will

rise to peak and then later decline as additions of new deposits become ever limited.

Production in each deposit eventually ceases when its resources are exhausted.

Other attempts at explaining the stylized facts are by Chapman (1993) and Mau-

rer and Semmler (2010) who rely on demand side implications. In the former, a

positive demand shift leads to an increase in production, but since resources are

ultimately limited, production soon reaches peak and eventually declines due to
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scarcity. In the later, Maurer and Semmler (2010) circumvents Pindyck’s assump-

tion that exploration could lead to declining costs by proposing a model in which

marginal costs always rise with cumulative extraction, and for which price is a func-

tion of cumulative extraction. The authors then show that for initially small reserves,

production will exhibit a peak and prices a trough.

Possibly, a more straightforward way of explaining how peaks in resource extrac-

tion might arise is given by Campbell (1980); Cairns (1998, 2001). These authors

consider the impact of capacity constraints: by building capacity from initially low

levels, Cairns shows that producers will match increases in production to the in-

creases in capacity. This happens until the point where producers stop investing

in capacity, whereafter, production remains constant for a while — if capacity does

not depreciate — or declines immediately — if capacity depreciates. Production

as a consequence exhibits a peak and for a defined demand function, price in turn

exhibits a trough.

Clearly the above models do explain why production may exhibit a peak and

prices a trough. None of these, however, explains the peak on the basis of geological

constraints. Accounting for geological constraints is not an easy undertaking. In

the case of oil or gas (these are the resources we are the interested in) for example,

one has account for the depth of wells, the well bore pressure, the bottom pressure,

the size of the reservoir, etc (see in (Cairns and Davis, 2001; Chermak et al., 1999;

Cairns, 1998; Black and LaFrance, 1998)). This often implies that models can get

readily complex in turn limiting the insights that can be drawn from an analytical

analysis. Fortunately, a work around is to assume that production follows some kind

of decline phenomena (Black and LaFrance, 1998; Adelman, 1990). A commonly

used phenomena and one that is well suited for our analysis is the exponential decline

production path2. Essentially, it assumes that the amount of oil that is extractable

is at any one time constrained to a proportion of the remaining proven or developed

reserves, or remaining resources. Suppose Rt are the reserves remaining at t, Qt is

production at t, and γ is the depletion rate. The relation between production and

the geological constraint can be summarized as: Rt =
´∞
0
Qte

−γ(τ−t)dτ = Qt

γ
, for

τ > t. It states that at any time t, the remaining reserves (proven or developed)

2This phenomena is simpler than other phenomena, hyperbolic and geometric, and is even more
suited for describing production profiles at aggregated levels.
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should not be seen as fixed, but are instead as a function of the production at that

point in time and the depletion rate. Supposing, however, that we have sufficient

knowledge of the proven/developed reserves, then, the relationship can be used

to determine production at any point in time since it traces a linear relationship

between production and reserves. In what follows, this relationship is essential to

our analysis.

3 The model

Consider a competitive industry in which oil producers own an initial size of ulti-

mately recoverable reserves (resources), S0, whose amounts are known with certainty.

Also, assume that due to exploration and development, these resources progressively

decline by an amount, X, that are added to the developed reserves (simply reserves

from here onwards), R. It follows that at any time, t, remaining resources and

reserves can be obtained from the following state equations:

Ṙ = Xt −Qt (1)

Ṡ = −Xt (2)

The first equation states that the change in reserves in any period will be given by the

difference between additions and extraction. If additions are greater than extraction,

reserves will grow; if equal, reserves will remain constant, and, will decline otherwise.

The second equation gives the resource dynamics, it states that resources through

time decline by the size of the additions.

Since production is often constrained by geological factors, we assume, following

oil and gas engineering literature and the arguments forwarded previously that ex-

traction in any given period is ultimately limited to a proportion, γ , (0 < γ < 1), of

reserves (Adelman, 1990; Black and LaFrance, 1998; Banks, 2000; Jakobsson et al.,

2009).

Qt ≤ γRt (3)

γ, an exogenous parameter, represents the maximum depletion rate; it calibrates
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the largest proportion of reserves that are extractable at a point in time. In oil and

gas engineering literature, this proportion is often linked to the pressure within a

reservoir (Adelman, 1990).

In the case that 3 is binding, the inverse of γ indicates the smallest reserve to pro-

duction (R/P) ratio. With this interpretation, values for γ become rather straight-

forward to obtain. As an examination of historical data for the leading mature oil

provinces — US and North Sea basins — indicates, its values based on annual data

hardly ever exceed 20% (indicating an R/P ratio of 5 years).

Assuming forward looking producers who discount the flow of income at a rate δ,

and extending our assumption on certainty to the rest of the model, we can represent

the industry’s objective function as:

max{Qt,Xt}π =

ˆ T

0

(P (Q)Qt − C (Qt)− C (Xt)) e
−δt (4)

It requires that discounted net revenues be maximized by selecting optimal pro-

duction and optimal additions3. To capture the tendency for costs to increase at an

increasing rate, we assume that costs are strictly convex in extraction and additions,

unless otherwise stated. The industries objective (4) function is maximized subject

to (1), (2) and (3) including non-negativity constraints on production, additions,

reserves and resources.

So as to find optimal solutions, the current value Lagrangian to the producers

problem is formulated as:

L = P (Q)Qt − C (Qt)− C (Xt)− λtXt + νt (Xt −Qt) + µt (γRt −Qt) (5)

The subsequent first order optimality conditions and adjoint equations are:

P (Q)− CQ (Qt)− νt − µt ≤ 0 Qt ≥ 0 ⊥ Q (6)

3The assumption that producers select optimal additions is to some extent a simplification. In
reality, producers select optimal effort levels, Et, and then additions arise as an interaction
between the discovery factor, yt, and the efforts expended. additions in this instance would
be given by Xt = Etyt, where yt would potentially follow a stochastic process. In our case
however, we assume that yt = 1 and there is no uncertainty. This in turn dictates a one-one
relationship between additions and effort, and simplifies the model.
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− CX (Xt)− λt + νt ≤ 0 Xt ≥ 0 ⊥ X (7)

ν̇t ≤ δνt − γµt Rt ≥ 0 ⊥ R (8)

λ̇t ≤ δλt St ≥ 0 ⊥ S (9)

µt (γRt −Qt) = 0 (10)

for λt, µt, νt ≥ 0. Since we are dealing with a competitive producers, we shall assume

that PQ (Q) = 0.

Optimality condition (6), requires that extraction/production occur at the point

where the marginal profit is equal to the composite scarcity rent which comprises an

instantaneous and a dynamic component. The instantaneous component, µt, is the

shadow price on the geological constraint, it rises with reserve depletion and declines

with reserve abundance. It indicates how much the producer is willing to pay so as

to expand the extractable reserves base by a unit . In this text, we refer to it as

the instantaneous shadow price. The dynamic component, νt, is a shadow price for

reserve depletion, it measures scarcity relative to the availability of proven reserves

and tracks how much producers are willing to pay for an extra unit of reserves. Its

dynamics are such that it grows when the shadow price on the geological constraint

is small, i.e. when reserves are abundant, and declines otherwise. In a way, it

predicts that if scarcity is high in the present (large µt) then producers will value

current extraction to future extraction, and the opposite would be true.

Optimality condition (7), requires that the optimal size of additions be deter-

mined at the point where marginal exploration and development costs are equal to

a composite rent that comprises two dynamic components, νt and λt. The dynamics

for, λt, the shadow price on the remaining resources, are such that it grows at the

rate of interest, it measures how much the producer is willing to pay for an extra

unit of the resource.

Considering condition, (10), one of the following must hold at every instant: i) if

µt > 0, then γRt = Qt, otherwise, ii) if µt = 0, then γRt ≥ Qt. The first case occurs
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when the reserve base is small relative to desirable extraction level. In this instance,

extraction is always bound to its geological limit. As a consequence, production

changes with respect to changes in reserves, but with the proportion γ. On the

contrary, if reserves are abundant relative to the extraction level, production will lie

below the bound. In such instances the producer may have no interest in exploration

and development, and additions could potentially be zero.

Over an interval where both extraction and production are positive, the composite

marginal profit can be obtained by substituting (7) in (6) to get:

P (Qt)− CQ (Qt)− CX (Xt) = λt + µt (11)

The condition states that optimal levels for extraction and additions will be deter-

mined where, the composite marginal profit is equal to a new composite scarcity

rent, φt = λt + µt. The new composite rent constitutes the shadow price on the

geological constraints and the shadow price on resource depletion.

Terminal constraints associated with the dynamic constraints (8) and (9) are:

νTRT = 0 and λTST = 0. These require that either the shadow prices are zero

—implying that remaining reserves/resources in the final period are worthless to

producers — and reserves/resources are unexhausted or instead that the shadow

prices are non-zero and reserve/resources are exhausted. Mixed terminal constraints

are also possible. In the proposed model, the atypical terminal conditions require

resource exhaustion, implying that ST = 0 with λT > 0, but reserves will remain

unexhausted leading to RT > 0, νT = 0. The latter is true because a portion of the

reserves will always remain unextracted. To see this, note that lim
t→T

Qt

Rt
= γ . Since

0 < γ < 1, extraction will decline asymptotically towards zero, but never reaches it.

4 Equilibrium dynamics

To analyze the resulting production and exploration dynamics, we distinguish be-

tween two major cases: reserve abundance characterized by µt = 0 and γRt ≥ Qt,

and constrained production which is characterized by µt > 0, γRt = Qt.
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Case I: Reserve abundance

During this phase the industries extractable reserves are large enough so as not

to constrain production. As a consequence, the shadow price on the geological

constraint must be zero (µt = 0) indicating the relative abundance of the reserves.

In turn, producers incentives for exploration are low and additions could potentially

be zero. Along the equilibrium trajectory the following are verifiable:

Proposition 1. In the model of Equations (1) to (4) and for an interval where

µt = 0,

i) additions could potentially be zero, in this case production remains constant.

ii) If additions are positive, then, they will grow monotonically but both production

and reserves decline monotonically.

Proof. Note that the solution to ν̇ for µt = 0 is νt = ν0e
δt. Now suppose νT = 0, in

this instance, ν0 = 0 and hence νt = 0∀t. In this case, reserves are so abundant that

there is no incentive to explore over the whole horizon. As a consequence, additions

remain at zero since exploration and development cannot occur on a non-degenerate

interval (see appendix for the proof). The proof that production remains constant

then follows from the observation that −CQQ (Q) Q̇t = 0.

For the second part, suppose that ν0 > 0, implying that νt > 0 ∀t. From

the terminal condition RTνT = 0, we see that reserves should be should be ulti-

mately depleted. Taking time derivatives of (7) with µt = 0, it can be seen that,

Ẋ = δCX(X)
CXX(X)

> 0, indicating that additions are rising monotonically. To show that

production will be declining monotonically, we take time derivatives of (6), and then

go ahead to substitute for ν̇t and re-arrange to get Q̇ = δνt
−CQQ(Q)

< 0 which indi-

cates that production will decline monotonically. Note that the additions made in

this instance will be small compared to production, reserves must as a consequence

decline. To see this, note that Ṙt

Q̇t
≥ 1

γ
. Since 1

γ
> 1, reserves must decline at least

as first as production.

With production declining monotonically, price in turn rises monotonically. More

importantly, however, the marginal profit grows at the rate of discount. These

observations correspond to the outcomes that are most often predicted by the classic
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Hotelling model, i.e. marginal profits that rises monotonically at the rate of interest,

and production that declines monotonically.

Case II: Constrained production

On this interval, production is constrained by the depletion rate and production is

determined as a proportion of reserves. An increase in reserves therefore implies

an increase in production and in a similar manner a decline in reserves leads to a

decline in production. Given that the extractable portion of reserves is small relative

to the desired production, producers in this instance are more willing to pay so as to

increase the size of the extractable reserve base, thus µt > 0; hence there is higher

interest to explore.

The inclusion of, µt, however, leads to more intricate dynamics for extraction and

additions. Additions may either grow or decline depending on the magnitude of,

µt, and thus on the size of reserves. This is evident from Equation (12) which is

obtained by solving for time derivatives of (7) with ν̇t substituted for using (8), and

λ̇t using (9). From (12), it is evident that for high scarcity — the case where, µt � 0,

which corresponds to a case where the reserve base is relatively small — additions

will decline. On the other hand, for low resource scarcity additions could grow.

Ẋ =
δCX(Xt)

CXX(Xt)
− γµt (12)

The dynamics for extraction, can be studied by integrating Equation (1) to give:

Rt −R0 = S0 − St −
tˆ

0

Qtdt

and then going ahead to substitute Rt for Qt/γ and Qt for γRt. Then again by taking

time derivatives of the resulting equation and solving for the change in production,

the following is obtained:

Q̇t = γ (Xt − γRt) (13)

The expression indicates the relationship between additions, reserves, and changes

in production. For large additions and relatively small reserves, production increases
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overtime, on the other hand, for small additions and relatively large reserves pro-

duction declines. Suppose producers could make all their additions in the initial

period, we see from (13), that production would decline monotonically. Indeed, as it

is shown in the appendix, production declines monotonically if marginal exploration

and development costs are constant. In reality, however, exploration and develop-

ment costs tend to be strictly convex for several reasons, for example, due to a short

run supply of skilled drilling crew, machinery, and even land to explore. For these

reasons, it is more appropriate to characterize exploration costs as being strictly

convex in additions.

With strictly convex exploration costs, the producers will build up the reserve

base slowly since large initial additions are constrained by cost increases. From

Equation (13), this implies that with an initially small reserve base and relatively

large additions, production will grow and will only come to decline after reserves

have sufficiently grown and additions are comparatively small. As we see from

Figure 1, these observations are verified. The Figure is a phase portrait for possible

trajectories for production as determined by reserves and additions.

To draw the phase portrait, we use dynamic conditions (12) and (13). The isocline

Ẋt = 0 is downward sloping since increases in reserves and additions both make Ẋ

larger. This isocline indicates the path along which additions remain constant;

above it additions grow, whereas, below it additions decline. In a similar manner,

production and hence reserves are unchanging along the isocline Ṙt = 0, whereas,

above it they grow and below it they decline. The phase portrait is divided into

four regions that each impose unique dynamics on the path for reserves (and hence

production) and additions. Paths that start in Region I or III will make their way

into either region II or IV provided that T is large enough. Paths that have entered

regions II and IV or that commence in these regions will not leave; these are therefore

the terminal quadrants. For a non renewable resource that exists in finite quantities,

we expect production and hence reserves to ultimately decline provided T is large

enough. Terminal region II therefore is of most interest to the task at hand.
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Figure 1: Phase portrait for additions against reserves.

We see in the figure and in reference to path “A”, that production will exhibit a

peak if initial reserves are small. Along this path, the producer starts by making

relatively large additions. Then, as additions gradually decline, the producers level

of reserves and production grow, but the shadow shadow price on the geological

constraint declines. With time, when the isocline Ṙt = 0 is reached, both reserves

and production reach peak. Depending on how much time is spent along this isocline,

production will be seen to exhibit either a sharp or flat peak before declining towards

zero additions and zero reserves.

If on the other hand initial resources are small so as not to permit for large initial

additions, additions, production, and hence reserves could decline monotonically as

in path “B”. In contrast, for substantially large initial reserves, additions could grow

initially before declining while production would decline monotonically as indicated

by path C. In this instance, the shadow price on the geological constraint rises

monotonically as in path “B”.

With constant marginal extraction costs, production can also follow paths such

“A”, “B” or “C”. The only difference from the case of increasing marginal extraction

costs is that production rises to peak much faster for any given initial point, and in

turn declines faster from peak. To see this, note that marginal costs enter the phase

portrait through the instantaneous shadow price. By taking time derivatives of (6)
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so as to obtain µ̇t
4, it becomes apparent that the impact of increasing marginal costs

on the instantaneous shadow price is to cause for a quicker decline and in turn a

steeper increase in the shadow price of the geological constraint. On production,

marginal costs that increase with production therefore lead to a pre-peak phase that

rises more slowly, and post-peak phase that declines more slowly. Hence, the level

and nature of the peak will be affected by the assumption on marginal costs, but

not the occurrence of the peak.

The above observations lead to the following proposition.

Proposition 2. For strictly convex exploration costs, a defined resource base and a

large enough T, there is at least one trajectory where:

i) Reserves (and hence production) will grow to peak before declining. In this

instance initial reserves must be small or relatively small and initial additions suffi-

ciently large.

ii) Reserves (and hence production) will peak in the initial period. In this instance

initial reserves must be large and initial additions small.

iii) Increasing productions implies declining marginal profits and the reverse.

Proof. (i) and (ii), refer to Figure 1. iii) Is implied by the derivative

Generally, producers will make large additions in the initial stages of exploration.

So, in such instances, paths like “A” are indeed more consistent with exploration-

extraction processes. In some case, however, both aggregated additions and pro-

duction will exhibit peaks. From Figure 1, we are not capable of explaining such

patterns. In order to explain such outcomes therefore, we need to extend the model

to include such factors as: (i) exogenous technical progress in exploration and de-

velopment costs, (ii) demand that shifts positively over time, or (iii) adopt a disag-

gregated approach to modeling additions. In the last case, which is also the most

difficult to implement, we would have to assume that producers have a fixed land

area to explore. Then, for each subsequent period, producers decide on the optimal

land size to be explored and commit themselves to an exploration program over that

land area until all resources have been found. For such a program, it is plausible

that for every subsequent period, the overall land size to be explored will be de-

clining monotonically. Also, for each area that is being explored, additions will be

4µ̇t = −Q̇tCQQ (Qt)− νt (δ + γ) + γ (P (Qt)− CQ (Qt))
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declining overtime. The sum of additions over all areas being explored will, however,

grow initially before declining, and so will proven reserves and production. In the

appendix, a simulation result that gives this outcome is shown in (Figure 5).

Further extensions can be made to the model. For instance, we can relax the

assumption that the depletion rate is constant, or assume that costs are affected

by the quality of reserves/resources. In the case of the first, it is easy to see from

(13), that by increasing the depletion rate, we are actually increasing the level of

production at the point in time. This leads producers to shift production from the

future to the present. On discoveries, however, the impact is is not straight forward

(see: (Figure 6)). Its is evident that increasing the depletion rate can either lead to

increasing discoveries or decreasing discoveries.

In the case of reserve dependent costs, we expect that producers will follow a more

conservationist extraction policy. Production will begin at an initially lower level

compared to the case without stock effects. It will then rise to peak much faster,

but will decline more slowly off its peak (see: (Figure 7) for an illustration). In this

instance, marginal profits (price less marginal cost) will no longer match changes

in production, since increasing marginal costs induce and additional downward mo-

mentum on marginal profits that is not related to the level of production.

5 Numerical implications

To place the above results into context, we numerically test the implications of either

accounting or failing to account for the reserve depletion constraint in a model for

global oil5 production. The model is is based on (1) to (4), but assumes that OPEC

producers6 act as a cartel (they make join production decisions and thus share

a common market power) that supplies global oil demand residual of non-OPEC

supply. Non-OPEC, on the other hand, is disaggregated into seven producers7 who

are all assumed to act competitively and face a supply elasticity of 0.1 (Horn, 2004).

Production costs are assumed to increase with declining reserves as estimated using

5 The model accounts for crude oil, natural gas liquids, tar sands and bitumen, production
6Angola, Algeria, Ecuador, Kuwait, Iran, Iraq, Libya, Nigeria, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, United Arab

Emirates (UAE), and Venezuela. Venezuela and Ecuador are modeled as a single producer.
7These are: North America, Brazil, Other South and Central America, Asia and the Pacific,

Former Soviet Union, and Rest of the World.
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regional costs curves given in Chakravorty et al. (1997). Resource estimates used

in the simulation are taken from USGS (2000); WEC (2007)8, whereas, reserve

estimates are from BP (2009); OPEC (2008). Since not all proven reserves are

developed reserves, we assume that as of 2005 (the base year) all producers only

have 50%9 of their 2005 proven reserves in the developed reserves category while the

rest (yet to be developed proven reserves) are added to the resources category.

On the demand side, an isoelastic demand function is used for two modeled re-

gions: OECD and non-OECD, each with an assumed demand elasticity of -0.6 and

-0.3, respectively, and income elasticities of 0.56 and 0.53, respectively (Gately and

Huntington, 2002). Income elasticity is assumed to change with gross domestic prod-

uct (given exogenously) as described in Medlock and Soligo (2001); this allows us to

account for the possible impacts of energy efficiency and back stop technologies on

dampening oil demand over time.
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Figure 2: Global crude oil production profile and price when reserve constraints are
not binding.

The model is simulated in ten year time steps to the year 2100, however, only

results up to 2065 are reported. (Figure 2) shows global oil production disaggregated

into Saudi, other OPEC, and non OPEC production in the case that the reserve

depletion constraint is non binding, i.e. with µt = 0. We refer to this simulation set

up as “Hotelling”. We see in this case that the oil price rises from US $55 in 2005

8We use the high end (most optimistic) resource estimates.
9Data for a country by country assessment of how much proven reserves exist in currently devel-

oped fields is in-existent in the literature. That is why we adopt this simplified assumption
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to US $170 in 2065. Prices increase monotonically because of a growing demand

for oil, but grow even faster because of the ever increasing extraction costs and the

Hotelling depletion rents. Over the horizon, oil production is dominated by non-

OPEC producers who are seen to initially increase production. Their production,

however, soon starts to decline because of increasing depletion. Saudi Arabia, on

the hand, maintains a nearly constant level of production despite the increasing

demand and increasing resource depletion. Such a production profile is consistent

with a conservationist extraction policy by the kingdom. Unlike Saudi Arabia, other

OPEC producers initially increase their production, before the onset of a decline due

to depletion. The peak in the global oil production comes in the year 2035 at just

over 90 mbd. Over the period 2025 to 2035, production is seen to remain more less

at plateau.
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Figure 3: Global oil prices when, the depletion constraint is non binding,“Hotelling”;
when the depletion rate is binding and set to 0.1, “DR 0.1”; and to 0.05,
“DR 0.05”.

Compared to the “Hotelling” scenario, the impact of the depletion constraint is to

substantially raise prices (see (Figure 3)). The Figure shows the global crude oil price

under three different scenarios: “Hotelling,” (the case depicted in (Figure 2)) and

two other scenarios in which the depletion constraint is binding and the depletion

rate set to 0.1, “DR 0.1”, and 0.05, “DR 0.05”10. Notably, prices that take the

10The former corresponds to a minimum reserve to production ratio of 10 and the later to 20. For
those producers whose reserve to production ratios were lower than 20 or 10 as of 2005, their
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depletion constraint into account are higher than the Hotelling price. This points

to the significance of having to account for the impact that reservoir engineering

constraints could have in raising oil prices. In the initial model years, when the

reserve depletion constraint is less binding on producers, the prices from the DR 0.1

and DR 0.05 scenarios are more less the same. With time, however, these prices

start to diverge with price in the DR 0.05 scenario increasing faster. In 2065, these

prices are separated by nearly US $30, and price in the “DR 0.1” — which is also

the lower price of the two — is US $13 higher than price in the the Hotelling price.
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Figure 4: Saudi Arabia’s oil production when, the depletion constraint is non bind-
ing, “Hotelling”; when the depletion rate is binding and set to 0.1, “DR
0.1”; and to 0.05, “DR 0.05”.

Reserve depletion constraints also substantially affect producers extraction pro-

files. Taking for instance Saudi Arabia’s production profile (refer to fig: (Figure 4)),

the reserve depletion constraint leads to a much earlier peak in production, and

the peak occurs at a much lower level. In the DR 0.05 scenario, Saudi Arabia’s

production peaks by 2015, that is, even with its abundant reserves. By 2035 Saudi

Arabia’s productions falls by about 3 mbd relative to the 2005 level of production.

The picture from the“DR 0.1”scenario is also not that much different. Thus, despite

the higher prices, reserve depletion constraints ultimately constrain production even

for a prolific producer such as Saudi Arabia and this leads to further increases in

prices.

individual R/P ratios was used.
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6 Conclusions

The model proposed in this paper has so far tried to explain the stylized facts

about the extraction of a natural resource on the basis of geological constraints.

It has been used to illustrate how a production peak may occur and why peaks

are not unique. It has also been used to illustrate cases in which the Hotelling

rule may or may not arise. In particular, it was seen that in cases where initial

reserves were abundant and geological constraints not binding, production declined

monotonically and marginal profits rose as predicted by Hotelling models. In cases

where production was constrained by geological factors, production either exhibited

peaks or declined monotonically. In this case the Hotelling rule did not arise.

Driving the shape of the production profiles was the change in marginal profits.

When marginal profits declined, production increased, and when they increased,

marginal profits declined. Even though this did not appear to be the case when

the model is extended to account for reserve degradation, the result still remains

important in explaining why scarcity rents for most non-renewable resources have not

been rising at the rate of discount. This possibility has of course has been indicated

by Arrow and Chang (1982). What our model does however, is that it generates these

predictions under assumptions of expected discoveries. In the literature, Chermak

and Patrick (2001) provides empirical evidence that lends credibly to this thesis that

the relationship between marginal profits and production could be an inverse one.

In the final part of our paper, we compared projections for crude oil prices, in

cases where the geological constraints where binding against those cases where pro-

duction was not geologically constrained, i.e. a Hotelling type representation. Prices

that arose out of the scenario of constrained production were substantially higher

than those from the Hotelling-type model. In addition, by comparing scenarios for

production, it was observed that whereas the Hotelling model predicted that Saudi

Arabia’s production could start to decline in 2035, the geologically constrained model

indicated that their production could start declining by 2015. For policy, these ob-

servation indicate that energy independence should not be so much driven by how

much reserves of oil or gas their are, but instead, how much can be extracted at a

given time relative to demand. This will help keep prices within a manageable range

for consumers.
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A shortcomings of our study is its simplistic representation of geological con-

straints. Although the simplifications were necessary for our analysis. These simpli-

fications cannot be generalized to other resources that may have different declines.

A future study would therefore benefit from explicitly accounting for geological con-

straints.
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Appendix

• Proving that extraction will not take place on non-degenerate inter-

val.

This proof follows Cairns (2001) who proves that investments will not take place on

a non-degenerate interval when production is constrained by capacity. At each point

in time, the producers intention is to maximize profits. With the Lagrange defined

as in Equation 5, the producer has to minimize Φ (Xt) = C (Xt) + λtXt − νtXt

in order to maximize profits from extraction. However, if additions are non zero,

then CX (Xt) = νt − λt. This implies Φ (Xt) = C (Xt) + XtCX (Xt) > 0. Thus

the function Φ (Xt) can only be minimized when additions zero. It therefore follows

that the producer will avoid exploration, for quite some time as long reserves are

large (ut = 0). As production, declines however, the producer will start to engage

in exploration from an initially small level.

• Proving that production declines monotonically if exploration costs

are constant.

First note that constant marginal exploration costs imply that ν̇t = λ̇t, which from

Equation 8 implies that δλt = δνt − γµt ⇒ δCX (Xt) = γut. Since CX (Xt) is

constant, µt will remain constant for as long additions are positive. Now to show that

production will be in decline even when reserves are positive, we take time derivatives

of Equation 6 and solve knowing that u̇t = 0. We then see that Q̇t = δλt
−CQQ(Q)

< 0.

Production therefore declines monotonically even when additions are positive. On

the interval where additions are zero, it is straightforward to see that production

will be in decline.

• Illustrating numerically that additions could initially rise if the model

is extended to allow for spatial exploration.
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Figure 5: Trajectory for production, composite resource rent, and price when addi-
tions are from multiple fields.

Note that additions start from initially small levels, rise to peak and the decline. Production also

exhibits a peak, however, of a dierent shape. Both the composite scarcity rent and price initially

decline before nally rising towards the back stop price as resource get increasingly scarce. Field

size decline monotonically and when there are no more leds to explore additions decline to zero.

• Showing that increasing γ does not necessarily lead to increasing

discoveries for different cost profiles, low = 2 and high = 7.
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• Extraction paths for a model that accounts for stock effects and one

that does not.

tQ

0
t

Figure 7: Trajectories for extraction when reserve degradation is present (dashed
line) and also when it is absent (solid line).
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